Subjects and Predicates

The complete subject of a sentence describes who or what the sentence is about. It includes a noun or pronoun and all describing words.

*The man with the red tie* roller bladed to work.

The simple subject is the main noun in the subject.

*The man* with the red tie roller bladed to work.

The complete predicate of a sentence tells what the subject does or is. It includes a verb and all other details that describe what is going on.

*The man with the red tie* skated to work.

The simple predicate is the main verb in the predicate that tells what the subject does.

*The man with the red tie* skated to work.

Tell whether the underlined words are a complete subject, complete predicate, simple subject, or simple predicate.

1. *The brown horse* trotted to the barn. _________________________________

2. *Three mice* ran across the floor. _________________________________

3. *The dusty, old book* sat on the top shelf. _________________________________

4. *The taxi driver* stopped at the corner. _________________________________

5. *The laundry basket* was full of socks. _________________________________

6. *I* saw that movie last week. _________________________________

7. *Karen's younger sister* came over to play. _________________________________

8. *Ben* received a text message on his phone. _________________________________

9. *The boat captain* docked the ship. _________________________________

10. *My homework assignment* was tricky. _________________________________
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The complete subject of a sentence describes who or what the sentence is about. It includes a noun or pronoun and all describing words.

_The man with the red tie roller bladed to work._

The simple subject is the main noun in the subject.

_The man with the red tie roller bladed to work._

The complete predicate of a sentence tells what the subject does or is. It includes a verb and all other details that describe what is going on.

_The man with the red tie skated to work._

The simple predicate is the main verb in the predicate that tells what the subject does.

_The man with the red tie skated to work._

Tell whether the underlined words are a complete subject, complete predicate, simple subject, or simple predicate.

6. I _saw_ that movie last week.  
    __simple predicate__

7. Karen's younger sister _came over to play_.  
    __complete predicate__

8. Ben _received_ a text message on his phone.  
    __simple predicate__

9. The boat _captain_ docked the ship.  
    __simple subject__

10. _My homework assignment_ was tricky.  
    __complete subject__